A piecewise linear neural network (PLNN) is discussed which maps N-dimensioml input vectors into Mdimensional output vectors. A convergent algorithm for designing the PLNNfrom training data is described The design algorithm is based on a variation of backtracking algorithm known as the 'branch and bound' method The performance of the P L " is compared with that of a multilayer perceptron (MLP) of equivalent size. The results show that the PWVN is capable of performing as well as an equivalent MLP.
C. Modified Distance Measure

A. Adding a New Module
Training data sometimes contain random or less useful features. In this case, the Euclidean distance measure gives equal importance to all features, which leads to many more clusters and a more complex network than is necessary. The weighted distance measure developed in [4] mitigates this problem and leads to more efficient clusters. Such a distance measure is given by where w(i) is the weight assigned to the ith feature's squared error.
D. Initial Clustering
Initially we start with one cluster centered at the input mean vector. This center is perturbed slightly and cluster is split into two clusters. The mean vectors of the two clusters are recalculated after reassigning all the pattern vectors to either of the two clusters using modified distance measure and nearest neighbor clustering.
E. Clusterwise Linear Regression
In each iteration, after a new cluster has been added, each cluster is fitted with a piecewise linear mapping. The mean square mapping error E&> for the jth output and kth cluster is Ek(i> = C[t,(j)-y,(j)P ] utilizing a divisive method. Once the specified number of modules have been added, the network is pruned to obtain a compact configuration, In this section we describe the process of adding useful modules and removing less useful modules.
Our goal here is to find the best module to split, and to optimally split it into two modules, such that the forecast training error shows the maximal decrease. In each iteration, one module is split and the number of modules increases by one. The number of modules at the end of the nth iteration is N,(n). The mapping error for each module is calculated as Here N,(k) is the total number of patterns belonging to cluster k.
Our goal is to find the best split of a cluster, such that Ek shows the largest decrease. The following steps are involved in the process of adding a new module:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
The cluster n(k), 1 I k S 4 is picked as a candidate for
Now we need to optimally identify the two new cluster centers within the cluster with index Nk). Using sequential leader clustering with a threshold of s(n(k)), a maximum of four child clusters are formed. Let the child clusters be denoted by zc(kl), n(k,2), n(k,3), n(k4). We also accumulate the statistics for the child clusters. Specifically, the auto-comlation matrices R(k, I), R(k,2), R(k,3), R(k,4), cross-correlation matrices C(kl), C(k,2), C(k,3), C(k,4), and the mean vectors m&kl), mAk,2), mXk,3), m&k,4) for all the child clusters are accumulated.
The mean vectors m&k,u), mAk,v), U f v, I I u v g, are chosen as possible new cluster centers. 
7.
8.
9.
10.
B.
Now we have one more cluster than in the previous iteration. All the pattern vectors are reassigned. If, in the process of reassigning, we encounter a small cluster with less than (N+I) members, then the cluster is deleted and we skip to step 8; otherwise each cluster is fitted with a piecewise linear mapping and the mapping error is calculated as
If the mapping error decreases, we save the new configuration and update the bound on the mapping error as E,,=E
(7)
We now backtrack the network to the configuration that existed in step 1. Steps 2 through 7 are repeated for parent clusters n(2), *3), 244 
Eliminating a Module
Even though the training algorithm tries to add as many modules as specified by the user, this does not necessarily lead to a compact PLNN with an optimal set of center vectors. Our goal here is to identify and eliminate the least useful module in a completely trained network without significantly degrading mapping error performance.
For each input vector r,,, identify two nearest neighbor modules with indices a, 0.
Compute the two mapping errors for x, , as E, E# if it were assigned to modules a and respectively. Let k be the index of the module to be potentially
'\ --E, + ,1 I al N, a # k. This procedure is repeated till a compact network is achieved. The results of pruning completely trained PLNNs are shown in figure 8 and figure 9 .
N. Efficiency
When the trained network is employed to process one input vector into an output 
V. Numerical Results
In this section we describe our simulation procedure and discuss the results. Figures 2 through 7 depict PLNN training and testing performance. In addition, the training and testing errors are also shown. The number of modules N, required to adequately generalize any data file, is the point on the knee of the PIAN testing curve. If the PLNN testing curve does not show prominent upward trend, then the number of modules required is that point, where the PLNN testing c w e starts to flatten out. Then an equivalent MLP structure is found using equation (8 The PLNN training and testing curves are shown in figure equivalent to a PLNN with N, = 10. We observe that the PLNN trains and tests as well as the MLP. 
Also
C. PruningResults
The results of eliminating one least useful module at a time is plotted along with the PLNN training in figures 8 and 9.
The results illustrate that as we compact and retrain the network, the resulting configuration is an improvement over the original configuration. 
V. Conclusions
In this paper we have described a piecewise linear neural network and given a convergent design algorithm for it. An effective pruning algorithm for the network has been given.
Using several benchmark data sets, we have shown that the P L " usually performs as well as an equivalent MLP.
